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A~LOCATION OF WATER AMONG AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN USERS IN ISRAEL 

Introduction 

Israel is probably one of the most water scarce countries in the wortd. Although relative to other 

countries, it manages its existing water resources very efficiently, supply of new water is 

extremely limited. The country is longitudinaf in sha.pe, with water being carried from the north to 

the south via a national aquaduct. Desalination and recycling options are under consideration in 

the built-up areas in the south. 

In this paper we develop a stylized, spatial model of water allocation in the urban and agricultural 

sectors in Israel. The model is in line with previous work on spatial water modelling done by the 

authors {see for e.g., Chakravorty; Hochman and Zilberman, 1995) although it focusses on 

pumping costs and alternative sources of water generation, while abstracting from explicitly 

considering conveyance losses. This is because in Israel the conveyance facilities are already 

in place and conveyance costs are fixed and may be considered '1small" compared to the cost 

of pumning water over relatively large distances. 

The following section develops a simpiP spatial o~ Hmal control model of water allocation in lsraet 

The next section provides an outline of how bargaining theory may be applied to detennine water 

allocation and pricing for the agricultural and urban sectors. The concluding section discusses 

welfare effects and policy implications that may be derived from the proposed model. 
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The Model 

The schematic Is shown in Fig. I. A fresh water source is located at point A. Water Is pumped 

from A via the aquaduct to an urban center located at B. Water is withdrawn along the canal for 

use on agricultural land along AB. Residual water from A is supplemented by water from 

desalination at B. This water is used by the city and then recycled. A fraction of the water is lost 

during recycling and the remaining is pumped back in the direction BA for use in agriculture. Thus 

fanners located closer to A are likely to use freshwater while those located closer to B may use 

recycled water for irrigation. The exact boundary between the two groups will be determined by 

the model. 

The model notation is as follows. Let the amount of water generated at A. be denoted by z0 which 

is endogenously determined. Agricultural finns are located along a continuum from A to B and 

withdraw q(x) units of water at each location x where x is the distance measured from A along 

AB. The production function for agriculture is given by f(q) where f has the usual neoclassical 

properties: f>O, fil <0. The width of the fanned area is assumed to be a constant a. The cost 

function for generating z.l units of water is given by C(z0), and it has the usual properties, i.e., 

C'(Zo)>O, C''(Zo)>O. Let the residual amount of water flowing at any location be denoted by ~(x). 

Then the pumping cost of water at each location is mz(x) where m is the constant unit cost of 

pumping. 

At B which is the urban center, S units of water are desalinized. t:il a unit cost of ·a, Where Sis a 

choic~ variable tel be determined. The residual waterfrom Janl\ing z(X)artd the desalinized water 

Sare used for urban and municipal uses, given by an lnverse.dernand function o1;
1($+t(X)).The 
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water from the urban center Is recycled at a unit cost of b, and the residual portion of the water 

is pumped back into the canal in the direction of A. Let v denote distance from B along BA. Then 

v = X·x Finns located along v withdraw q(v) units of water frorn the canal. Let XA be the location 

which divides the agricultural region (see fig. 1 ). That is fim1s to the len of A use fresh water and 

finns to the right of A use recycled water. Let Y be the aggregate agricultural output from the 

entire project. Then the inverse demand function for agricultural output Is given by 08 ~
1 (Y). The 

optimization problem can be written as 

X XX 
Max Jro/< Y)~q}(l - mzcx)ldx - C(z0) + J {0~ 1 < Y)~£1(v)a - mZ(v)jdv 

~~~~4&X o n 
S•Z(Xl 

(I) 

+ f 0,~\t)dr - aS ... ~<S ~-z(X)) - mZ(X)(X-X) 
·u 

where the first se~t of terms under the Integral sfgn in the objective function represents the area 

under the demand curve for agricultural products less the cost of pumptng water in the region that 

uses fresh wat.cH. Similarly the second set of terms under the Integral sign denotes corresponding 

temts for the region between X and X"' that uses recycled water. The terms under the last Integral 

sign represents benefit. to urban consumers. The remaining terms denote the cost of water 

generation, the cost of desalination and recycling, and finally the cost of pumping the residual 

fresh water from X" to X t.o be used by the city. 

Using the change of variables v = X - x, so dv = - dx and v=<> implies x=X, v=X...,X" frnp.lies x = 

X-X+X" = X", the above equation becomes 
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k X 

Max Jro;'< Y>~q)a - mz(x}ldx - QzO) ... Jro;'(Y)~Q(X-x)a - mt(X-x)Jdx 
«x>.zt:X,!,lO,S.k 0 ~ X (2) 

S·ll·);') 

+ J 0~\t)dt -aS -~(S +Z(X)) - m:z(X)(X-k) 
(I 

subject to the following constraints~ where W ·~ [~(S+Z(X>). the amount of recycled water 

available: 

x J q(X-x)n dx s W 
X 

i(X) = - Q(X)O., 0 ::; X ::; X 

~ v) = - q( v)a, 0 ::; v s X - X 

which gives 

~X-x) = - c,(X-x)a, X s x s X 

Then the Hamiltonian can be written as 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(5') 

H = o;1(Y)~q)a. - mz(x) + o;1~q(X-x))a. - m~X-x) - A.(x)Q(x)a - O(X-x)q(X~x)a (6) 

where wand A are the usual CO'-State variables attached to the equations. of motion ( 4} and (5'). 

The first order conditions can be obtained as follows: 
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o;•t'(q) ~ J..<x>. o s x 5 x 

~(X) 1: m, 0 s x s X 

o;1(Y)f1(q.X-x)) e O(X-x), X~ x S 5< 

O(X -x} ~ m. X s x s X 

Solving equations (8) and (10) give 

A.(X) = A(O) + mx 

acx -X) ~ mx ... O(X) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

0.1) 

(12) 

(13) 

Conditions (12) and (13) suggest that both shadow prices increase Hnearty with distance as shown 

in Fig.2. Thus it follows that freshwater allocated to agriculture will decrease away from the 

source, and recycled water allocation will also decrease away from the city. The latter condition 

implies that when 

x~, O(X) = O(X), O(X) -= O(X - (X-X)} = m(X -X) + O(X). 

Finally, the transversatity conditions are obtained by differentiating the objective function (2), 

deootedNB(•} with respect to the following variables: 
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O(X) = - o( NB)Io W = b. 

A(X} ~ d(N8)1dz(X} = D~ 1(S + Z(X}) - ~ • I W, 

Using ( 1 1 ), ( 16) becomes 

A( X) ; a -+- ~ - bf3 • (' 1 ~ 'l: a s Jt .t; 

Now apptyh1g (14) and ( 16') to (12). we get 

A(X) = C'(Zo) + mX = a 1. ' ip::::;) C1(~1l ~ a - tmX ~ 

therefore 

Similarly, 

O(X) = m(X - X) + O(X) = m{X - X) + b. 

(14) 

( 15) 

(16'} 

The boundary· between firms using freshwater and those using recycfed water is given by X·\ 

which is determined by differentiating (2): 



(17) 

The first two terms in { 17) represent rents to freshwater at x::::X". The second two terms denote 

rents to recycled water. Equation< 17) suggests that at the boundary X". there is a wedge between 

the two rents, which is the marginal cost of pumping the residual amount of water z(X") one more 

unit of length (see Fig.3). At X1\ the rent from recycled wa~er denoted Ac is higher than the rent 

from fresh water Rr. Thus the boundary Is closer to the city than at the location where the two 

rents are equaL This makes intuitive sense. since the cost of transporting the residual freshwater 

to the city must be accounted for. thus farmers will continue to be allocated fresh water until X~\ 

even though the rents from freshwater are lower than from recycled water. 

Outline of a Bargaining Solution 

An intuitive model of bargaining between the city and the fanners can be presented as in FigA. 

The x and y-axes denote the total suplus accruing to the agriculturat and the urban sectors, 

respectively. The utility possibility frontier is shown. Point ,a, is the disagreement point. If the 

outcome Is 'a' then the fanners will use only fresh water and there will be no use of. recycled 

water in the agriculture sector. Thus there wiU be no recycting of urban water. This fs the present 

situation tn lsrael. If the solution Is at point 'b1
, farmers will be able to obtain the utban water at 

zero cost and will pay the cost of recyling and pumping at each location. If the solution is at point 

'c', the city Will maximize it.s profits. 

If we assume equal bargaining .power for both the city and ·the fatm~rs, the solution Is. at paint 'd\ 
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Which can be found by maxfmtzlng the area akdJ given the constraint on. the total amount ot water 

available. 

Concluding Remarks 

Some Implications of the effect of parameters on the optimal solution can be explored. For 

example, if desalination is expensive1 pumping costs are high (increased energy prices), more 

fresh water may be used .for agriculture as well as in the city. In the extreme case, there may be 

no desalination and X" will approach X. Alternatively, if fresh water is scarce or costly, the major 

source of irrigation may be recycled water. Similarly, high recycling costs or lower efficiency will 

result in more fresh water agriculture. An increase in demand for urban water will imply more 

desalination, more farmland under recycled water irrigation and less generation of fresh water. 

Further work needs to be done in developing the bargaining solution in a more precise fashion. 

In particular, alternative assumptions regarding ownership of the property rights to the water can 

be imposed: e.g., the (i) agricultural sector has rights to the fresh water and the urban sector 

owns the recycled water (ii) the government has rights to both sources of water. Simulations of 

the alternative solutions will be run using Israeli water supply and. demand parameters. 
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